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UOKI-H- HOLLAND 
On Products of Unbounded Collections of Matrices 
Families .v’ and .9 of rz x n complrx matrices with hounded products are 
:stlldicd. In particular, it is shown that if _& = LHk := {B, B, ... R, : B, E 28 (i = 
I. 2, . . I;)} is hounded for some k. then 9 “I is ho~mded for all ru > n. The latkr 
.rcw~lt is ~~srd to &end the relation 
Jue to 1. I)auhechies and J. (;. Lagarias for rmhollnded fanrilies A?, where b,(&‘) := 
~illp{Il B, ... H,II: Bi ES.@ (i = I,..., k)} and k = I,2 ,... 
Lrt 2’ be a subset of M,,(C), tl le set of all )I X 11 complex matrices. 
Defiw .%?‘“’ = {B, B, .*. B,,,: B1 EL2?(i = 1,2 ,..., 111)) for any positive intr- 
ger HZ. Let 11 . II be a fixed matrix norm on M,,(C). Define j&(97) [or mow 
precisely &(&‘, I/ . /I>] by 
ljL(L8) = s11p{llB,R, ... R,J: B, EL@ (i = 1,2 ,..., k)}. (1) 
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where k is any positive integer. Now, define the joint spectral radius ;(z%‘> 
bY 
j( 9) = lim sup &( 9)““) 
k-m 
and note that b(g) is independent of the matrix norm. The notion of joint 
spectral radius is due to Rota and Strang [2]. 
In [l], it is shown that if 9 is a bounded set, then 
(3) 
for all k = 1,2, . . . . The authors of [l] also remark that if 9 is unbounded 
for all k >, 1, then (3) is vacuous. However, the set 9 = {mJ : m = 1,2,. . .} 
has the property that 9’ is unbounded but 9”’ is bounded for all m > k, 
where J is a (k + 1) X (k + 1) Jordan block. 
In the present paper we show that if Sk is bounded for some positive 
integer k, then 9 nr is bounded for all m > k. This will help us to modify the 
proof of Lemma 3.1 of [l] to prove (3) for unbounded matrix families 9’. We 
will also study the behavior of general matrix families zz and 9’ for which 
&B’ and 9& are bounded. (Here M98’ := {AR : A E &, B E G’}.) 
Any reference to the rows or columns of a collection of matrices refers to 
the totality of all rows or columns of the elements of that collection. The 
notion of simultaneous similarity for families & and B’ of matrices means 
that ti = CB’C’ for some invertible matrix C. This is equivalent with 
saying that & and 9 are the representations of the same collection of 
operators acting on C” with respect to different bases. 
The following is our first main result. Its conclusion will be sharpened in 
Corollary 3. 
THEOREM 1. Let 9 c M,(C) b e such that Bk is bounded for some 
k > 1. Then 9”’ is bounded for all m > k. 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that k > 2 and & := Sk- ’ is 
unbounded. Let r be the maximal nonnegative integer such that, up to a 
simultaneous similarity, the first r columns of & are bounded. Also, by a 
rearrangement of the basis, we can assume without loss of generality that 
there exists a sequence T(m) = (t,j(m)) E&, an integer p with 1 < p < n, 
and an integer q with r < q < n such that It,,(m)1 -+ m, the limits s,, = 
lim.,[tl,,(m>/tl,,(m)] exist for 1 < u < n, and s, > 0 only for q, q + 
1 >...a n. Fix A = (aij> ~9’. Since T(m)A is bounded, 
s4a,j + ... +s_,a,,_,,j + anj = 0 (4) 
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for j = 1,2,. . . , n. This shows that, up to a simultaneous similarity, we can 
assume without loss of generality that the nth rows of G? and hence of LZ’ are 
zero. If II # lr + 1, repeat this argument for the (n - l)st columns in place 
of the nth columns and prove that [not necessarily with the same T(m) and 
?_I] the (YL - I)st rows of ,G&’ and hence of .ti are zero. Continuing this 
argument vields, up to a simultaneous similarity, that the last r~ - r rows of’ 
.d and .% are zero. In particular, r 2 1. 
Now, by a rearrangement of the first r rows (and, simultaneously. of the 
sanw set of columns), we can assume without loss of generalitv that thcl first .Y 
rows of .d arc unbounded and the rest are txxux~ed for some .s \\ith 
1 < .Y < r. Considering the fact that LM”&’ 7 is tmiinded and applying iin 
argument similar to the one giLTen above, we have that the first .c columns of 
9 ar(’ zero, and hence the same holds for _ti also. Thus for clve~ positive, 
imtegrr 1)~ the elements of 9”’ are of the form 
where A is .F X (r - s), C is (P - .s) X (r - s), and LI is (r - ,s) X (n - t-1. 
Moreovrr, the totality of all A, C, and L) appearing in all T E .@ forms a 
l-0unded set. 
Squeezing to the right the unbounded columns of 
A 
[ 1 c 
in the representation (5) of all 7’ E ~8 yields a fk-ther decomposition of C”. 
v.ith respect to which 
for all T E A? (77~ = 1,2, . . . ). Moreover, the totality of all A,, C,. CY., forms ;I 
txxmded set, and no given column of’ the matrices 
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constitute a bounded set (except when r = s, in which case A, C, D are 
vacuous). A similar block decomposition (6) holds for all T E &, and further- 
more, arguments similar to those given above imply that the blocks C:,, C,, 
and D, appearing in the representation (6) of all T E& are zero. Hence 
0 A, A, B 
T = 0 C, C, D, 1 (7) 
for all T E&, where only the block 
see by induction that B’S?, S??PZ,. . . 
The above theorem can be now 
B may be unbounded. Now, it is easy to 
are all bounded. ??
used to extend Lemma 3.1 of [I] to the 
unbounded families 9 of n X n complex matrices. 
COROLLARY 2. For every family 9? of n x n complex matrices, the 
inequality (3) holds for k = 1, 2, . . . . In particular, fi(~‘) = 
lim +fil;(~Y. 
Proof. If Bk is unbounded for all k, then (3) is trivially true for all k. 
Thus assume Bk is bounded for some k. Then G”+’ is bounded for all 
i = 0, 1,2, . . . . Imitating the argument of [l], we let 1 > k” be an arbitrary 
integer. Write 1 = mk + j with 0 <j < k - 1. Let M,M, ... M, be any 
word of length 1. Regroup the word into j words of length k + 1 and m - j 
words of length k. Then llMl -1. M,I( < bj&(G’)‘“-j, where b is a bound for 
Sk+ ‘. Thus lj&#” < b+,G&‘) (““-.y)/l. Letting I + 0~ yields (3). Now, 
the last conclusion of the corollary follows from the properties of lim inf and 
lim sup. ??
The conclusion of Corollary 2 is well known for a single linear operator 
[3]. Next, we sharpen the conclusion of Theorem 1. We are grateful to the 
referee who conjectured that the conclusion of Theorem 1 is true for all 
m > ‘n. 
COROLLARY 3. Let 99 c M,,(C) b e such that ~8~ is bounded f;v- Some 
k > 1. Then 9”” is hounded fbr all m > n. 
Proof. We prove the corollary by induction on n. The proof is clear for 
TZ = 1. Assume it is true for n = 1,2,. . . , t - 1. Let 9’ be bounded for 
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some 23 c M,(C) and some positive integer k. Moreover, assume withollt 
loss of generality that ~8” is unbounded for some positive integer il. Using 
(5). one can write the elements of .W in the form 
for s = 1, 2, . . . with respect to a fixed basis {e,, c’.,, . . . , cl), wher(a t:‘ is 
1 X (t - 2), F is 1 X 1, G is (t - 2) X (t - 2), and H is (1 - 2) X 1. 
For .V = I, let Z?, 27, and 3 be the tot&k of all E, the tot&k of all C;. 
and the tot&h_ of all H appearing in (81, respecti\.c4v. Also, for .c = 1. let _Y 
(.X) he ;I totalit)- of all (t - 1) X (/ - 1) niatriccs 
appearing in (8). Since ti ‘I is bounded, the familicas ,u,“‘, Y”. and .l” arch 
bo~mded. Hence, by the induction assumption, the fiunilies .G” ’ ’ 1. _Y’ ’ ’ ‘. 
ad .M”‘~ ’ +j are hounded for all j > 0. It fLllows that .%” ‘F and x.6” ’ 
arc bounded. Also, it follows that &‘( is lwunded if and onlv if’. in casf> .Y = I, 
the tot&e of all F appearing in (8) is a bon~~ded sclt. 
No~v, let p be the minimal nonnegrti\,c integer ~11~11 that, III> to ;I 
silirriltaneousl\ similarity affecting only (~2~. f’,>. . . . 0, , }, the first p entrios 
of thf, elements of 8 are m~bounded and the rest are bounded. Sincrl K’:f/” ’ 
is bounded, arguments similar to those in the proof of’ thp tlreorelll inll)l\ 
that. rip to a simultaneol?s simila-ity affecting oiih~ (v~, . . cI ,}. tlirs tit4 ;> 
ro\vs of 3” ’ are zero. 
Next, observe that if ,r = t - 1 in (X), tllen E E EL?‘- ‘. ~11~. if .Y = t ill 
(8). tllf~ll F E zs+%? 1,rt 
E = [E, E,] E F, 
0 
G = G, [ I E ‘$1 1. 
aud let H EX where E, has p entries and 6, has t - 2 ~~ p rows. Tllc~r 
EGH = [0 E,]GH E [O E,].%” ~‘2 S’ mce the totality of all E, qq~aring itr 
all E; E 2~’ is bounded, it follows that ZLYp <Y is ~1 l~ouncled f&lily. T11us .c&” 
is bomided. W 
Next we consider general matrix families .CY’ and .@ SIICII that .ti’& ant1 
&P,d arc both lmmded. The result, apart from its intrinsic, interest. is ;I tratrlral 
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consequence of the arguments in the proof of Theorem 1. However, Example 
6 below reveals that the result is not very helpful to prove Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let & and 9 be collections of n x n complex matrices 
such that &AS’ and SW are bounded. Then there exist nonnegative integers 
0 < r < s < t < n such that, up to a change of basis, the jAlowing assertions 
are true: 
(i) The totality of all (i, j) entries of M is bounded whenever i E {r + 
1, r + 2,. . . , s, t + 1, t + 2,. . . ) n} orj E {s + 1, s + 2,. . ., n}. 
(ii) Every (i, j) entrIj of 9 is zero whenever i E {1,2,. . . , s} or j E 
{1,2,. . .) r, s + 1, s + 2, . . . , t}. 
Proof Let t be the minimal nonnegative integer such that, up to a 
change of basis, the totality of all (i, j) entries of ti is bounded whenever 
t + 1 < i < n or t + 1 < j < n. Assume without loss of generality that the 
new basis is the standard basis {e, : 1 < i < n}. Next, let s be the minimal 
nonnegative integer such that, up to a simultaneous similarity affecting only 
the first t elements of the standard basis, the totality of all (i, j) entries of d 
is bounded whenever s + 1 <j < t. Again, here, assume without loss of 
generality that the standard basis remains unchanged. Finally, let r be the 
minimal nonnegative integer such that, up to a simultaneous similarity 
affecting only the first s elements of the standard basis, the totality of all (i, j) 
entries of _G? is bounded whenever r + 1 < i < s. Assuming as before that 
the standard basis remains unchanged, we observe that for each fixed 
i E {l, 2,. . .) r, s + 1, s + 2 ,..., t} (j E {1,2, . . . . s}) the totality of all ith 
rows (jth columns) of ti is an unbounded set. Moreover, (i) holds (with 
respect to the standard basis). 
From now on, we regard an n x n matrix A as an operator acting on 
n X 1 vectors x as the matrix product Ax. Thus, to prove (ii), it is sufficient 
to show that for every B ES’ its range is contained in the span of 
{e $+,, e,s+,, . . . , e,,} and its null space contains (e,, e2, . . . , e,, e,%+ i, 
e %+Z>. . . > e,}. Since, for each j E {1,2, . . . , s}, the jth columns of & form a 
bounded set, it follows from an argument similar to the one leading to (4) and 
(5) that there exists a basis {fi, . . . , f,, e,Y+ ,, . . . , e,,} such that spanIf,, . . . , F,> 
= span{e,,..., e,} and the first s rows of 9 with respect to the new basis 
are zero. (Here, we have used the fact that &9 is bounded.) It follows that 
the range of every element of LB is contained in span{e,s+ i, es+2, . . . , e,}. 
Next, consider the boundedness of 9~ A similar argument shows that 
there exists a basis {g,, g,, . . . , g,, e,,,, . . . , e,, g,?, ,, . . . , g,, e,,,, . . . , e,,} 
such that span{g,, . . . , g,., gs+,, . . . , gtl = span{e,, . . . , e,, e,, ,, . . . , e,}, and 
the jth columns of 9 with respect to the new basis are zero for each 
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_j E {1,2,. . .) r, s + 1,. . ., t}. Thlls the null space of every element of .$ 
(i) The block matrix representations of general elements A E&’ and 
.B E .3 of Theorem 4, up to a change of basis, are of the forms 
with uniformly bounded blocks A,, A,, . . . , A,,, where the basis is grouped 
mto sets of 7- elements, .E - r elements, t - s elements, and II - f elements. 
(ii) Theorem 4 is symmetric with respect to ~2 and 33’: however, the t-usis 
changes if’ their roles are interchangctd. 
EXA~~PIX 6. The following example of d and B’ shows that although 
.d&? and gd are bounded, _d&” and z%‘% are uot. Hence, Theorem 1 
cannot be concluded from Theorem 4. Our examples are 
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